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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

TRASISPORIZED ELEXTROSLEEP GENEPATOR

I have followed your publications on electrosleep and
was especially interested in the circuit of Mr. Arsen Iwanovsky'-

ifftube-operated electrosleep generator based on a Soviet prototype.
On the basis of this circuit, I have designed and built a transisto-
rized electrosleep device (patent pending).

The circuit (see Fig. 1) consists of five basic stages.
The first stage is a nultivibrator with a unijunction transistor
to develop a sawtooth wave, and a second transistor which :on-
verts the sawtooth wave into a square wave with the same repe-
tition rate. By switching capacitors and varying the 100-kohm
resistance in this circuit, frequencies can be selected in the
1. 8-18. 5-Hz and 19-198. 9-Hz ranges.

3__ The second stage is an emitter follower for matchinzg
impedance betwecn the first and third stages. The third stage
is a one-shot multivibrator. A lO-kohm potentiometer in this
circuit provides the adjustment necessary to set the pulse width.
Access to this adjustment is restricted, so that once the best
pulse width is established the adjustment will not be disturbed.
Experience has shown that the optimum pulse-width value is
one millisecond.

The fourth stage is an amplifier and inverter circuit.
The final stage contains an emitter follower circuit for match-
ing the impedances of the instrument and the human body. It
also contains a potentiometer for controlling output current,
which is monitored by a microammeter. Another feature found
in the final stage is a 500-ohm potentiometer shunted by a
100- PiF capacitor to provide a d-c bias.

In the future, I intend to miniaturize my circuit to pro-
duce a device which would fit under the lining of a pillow and
vw0-ihk could be powered by miniature long-life batteries.
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I would like to point oul, ;6 w', this instrument has been
developed strictly for experimea f,, evaluation and that its elec-
trical output is equal to or less t"ihat of other electrosleep
instrumentc which have been prwccr safe when used by a quali-
ified operator.

In conclusion, I would like t-o express my special thanks
to Mr. Arsen twaw~vsky of the 1U',rary of Congress, who provid-
ed the technical information on electrical output requirements and
who has collvet;ed worldwide information on experiments and clini-
cal applications of electrosleep and electroanesthesia. I would
further lke to thank 16r. M1alcolm. Minor of the Bunker-Ramo

* Corp& -atior, who assisted me in the packaging design.

Makeim Al*easdzvo.

tt
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THE SOYLUZ-3 MISSION

II

Sby Boris MaArvsky

SL 4RO Data Ot b Zihed in tze Soyiue- 'ce sa ba-
Swedfo 27 October mdm 6 hse w thes success-
lit ftm ht of thig a prvented. infor-
Mtilon it -iiwudd ont nw.i-zzvee i oxeb~, rende:-
VMWi th SOdrua-2, ero4n~fiC duaw~t, Swe
mmowte on dautgn ayutw., apsd oapzbIlities of
the Soyaa apaoecr af t, and tho 21iomedicZ asectst
of the SoyUXs-3 ftit.

On26October 1968 the Soyuz-3 spacecraft was launch-
ed from the Baykonur cosinodrome. This was the first success-
ful Soviet manned- spaceflight- since Leonov'~s EVA on Voshkhod-2
3-1/2 years ago. Beregovoy was the only cosmonaut on board.

Cosmonaut Beregovoy

Georgiy Timofeyevich Beregovoy, Colonel in the Soviet
Air Force and Hero of the Soviet Union, began his career as a
combat pilot prior to World War H. From 1948 to 1964 he wovrk-
ed-as a test piot. He is a relative latecomer to the Soviet man-
ned rpaceflight program, having begun his training in 1964 [1, 2,
9. 131.

Dr. 0. -G. Gazenko stated that Beregovoy, despiie his
47 years, was well trained and conditioned to withstand the ac-
celeration stress during the powered section of the flight. [52,
551. Beregovoy's training included centrifugation, echoless
chambers, "rotor" training, thermochamber, vibrostand, para-
chute jumps, parabolic short-term weightlessness, and work in
spacecraft simulators [11]. Beregovoy spent many hours in space-
craft simulators but only two periods of several hours each in the
Soyuz-3 itself before the flight [71. Professor V. V. Parin stated
that Beregovoy was selected for the Soyuz-3 mission because he
wap an experienced test pilot [22, 23].
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module. The second is a rest and observation compartment,
which Feoktistov referred to as the "orbital" compartment. The
control compartment has three windows, while the rest and ob-

- servation compartment has four. The total living space in these
two compartments, which have a shirt sleeve environment, is
9 m 3 [52, 54].

Feoktistov explained that the orbital compartment (in-
tended for rest and observation) contains equipment for scien-
tific experiments, as well as part of the spaceship control and
communications equipment. The control compartment contains
controls for maneuvering in orbit, together with most of the
spaceship control and communications equipment. It also con-
tains the life support equipment. The control compartment has
couches for the crew during lift-off. During reentry this com-
partment separates from the orbital compartment, and becomes
the descent module [52, 54].

The Soyuz has an external thermal shield (to protect it
from atmospheric friction during reentry), and an inner layer of
thermal insulation (which also acts as a noise insulator). As a
result of these devices, cabin atmosphere does not rise above
25 to 30 PC, even during reentry [52, 54].

In addition to the two compartments for use by cosmo-
nauts, the Soyuz contains an instrument and equipment compart-
ment. A hermetically sealed part of this compartment holds the
main on-board equipment which is used during orbital flight. The
uiosealed part contains liquid fuel rockets used during maneuvers
in orbit-and during reentry [52, 54]. There are two of these pro-
pulsion rockets, each with a 400-kg thrust. They enable the
Soyuz to maneuver to altitudes of 1300 km [52, 54].

Academician Keldysh (President of the Academy of Sci-
ences USSR) pointed out that Syuz spacecraft are equipped with
automatic equipment of the type used by Koomos 186-188 and
Koamos 212-213 for rendezvous and docking purposes (53].
Keldysh went on to say that in addition to being capable of auto-
matic docking (which was not performed during the Soyuz-3 mis-
sion), the Soyuz ships are designed for a whole series of maneu-
verable missions. He stressed, however, that the Soyuz craft
are imtended for orbital (not lunar) missions [57].

-6-
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%Soyuz-type spacecraft are designed for multiman crews
[52, 57]. They have a more advanced type of life support equip-

Rig ment and are capable of extended, 30-day flights [22, 23, 52,
54].

CNE The First Day in Space (26 Oct 68)

At 11:34 h,* 26 Oct 68, the Soyuz-3 spacecraft was
launched from the Baykonur Cosmodrome. TASS gave the or-
bit parameters as follows: period of revolution 88.6 min, apo-
gee 225 kin, perigee 205 km, and inclination 510 40" [1, 5, 8, - -

12].

The -flight plan of the Soyuz-3 mission called for a ren-
dezvous approach to the unmanned Soyuz-2 during Beregovoy's-
first orbit [6, 12, 43]. The unmanned Soyuz-2 had been placed
into orbit on 25 Oct 58, with a period of revolution of 88. 5min,
an apogee of 224 kin, a perigee of 185 km, and an-inclination of-
51. 7 [5, 6, 8, 12] At the time that Soyuz-3 was placed into
orbit, 'the Soyuz-2 was only a few km away. Their relative
speed in respect to each other was 17 meters/sec [161.

The approach to Soyuz-2 was a two-stage affair [43).
V Beregovoy sought out the "passive" Soyuz-2 by means of auto-

matic on-board equipment (which included a computer) [16, .19,
43, 46]. This automatic equipment was described as being sim-

ilar to that carried by the Kosmos series which made it -,ssible
foi Kosmos 186-188 and Kosmos 212-213 to rendezvous and dock
in or1i [1. The automatic equipment brought the Soyuz-3 with-
in 200 m i ¢Zoyus-2 at, v'h'jch time Beregovoy switched out the
automatic eq-.prnent a7A1 totC over manual control [16, 19, 43].

TM Manual control is car!-;d o * by ,keans of two handles which
actuate the reactive engiriv. i. ocl,-ts). One handle controls the
speed of the ship, while the o'hez rotates it about its center of
gravity [16]. Beregovoy slo'ved down his spacecraft so that his
relative x.iotion in respect to Soyuz-2 was only a few tenths of a
meter per second [16, 19], with a distance between the two space-
craft of only a few meters [52, 57]. In addition to-using the auto-
matic equipment for orientation, Beregovoy also performed inde-
pendent orientation by the sun and using the manual controls [15,
18, 21, 46].

* All times mentioned in this paper refer to Moscow time.
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By 18:45 h, 26 Oct 68, the Soyuz-3 had completed its
fifth orbit. Cabin pressure was 760 mm Hg and the tempera-
ture was 17 *C [16, 8, 12]. From 19:18 h, 26 Oct, until 05:16 h,
27 Oct, the Soyuz-3 was out of the zone of radio visibility from
the USSR. During this time, Beregovoy relaxed and slept in the
observation and rest compartment [6, 8, 12].

The Second Day in Space (27 Oct 68)

After sleeping for 7 h, Beregovoy began his second day
in space at 04:30 h. At 05:16 h, Beregovoy reported that he had
slept well and that upon awakening he had performed physical ex-
ercises and breakfasted with appetite. The Soyuz-3 was now in
its 13th orbit. The cabin pressure was 780 mm Hg, the temper-
ature was 21 *C, and all systems were reported working perfect-
ly [15, 18]. At 10:56 h, the Soyuz-3 completed its 16th orbit and
Beregovoy reported that all tasks up to that time had been com-
pleted on schedule [15, 18].

During his second day in orbit, Beregovoy made another
rendezvous with Soyuz-2, using the same automatic and manual
techniques that he had employed on the previous day [15, 18, 21].
After the -econd rendezvous, both ships assumed new orbits.
The new orbit parameters for Soyuz-2 were: period of revolu-
tion, 88.4 min; apogee, 231 kin; perigee, 181 kin; and inclina-
tion, 51. 7. The new orbit parameters for Soyuz-3 were:
period of revolution, 88. 6 min; apogee, 252 kin; perigee,
179 kn; and inclination, 51. 7 [15, 18, 21].

By 18:50 h the Soyuz-2 had completed 38 orbits and the
Soyuz-3 had completed 22 orbits. All systems on both ships
were reported functioning perfectly. The Soyuz-3 cabin pres-
sure was 785 mm Hg and the temperature was 230C [15, 18, 21].
From 18:50 h, 27 Oct 68, to 04:48 h, 28 Oct 68, the Soyuz-3
was out of radio visibility of the USSR.

The Third Day in Space (28 Oct 68)

Diring this time Beregovoy slept [15, 18, 21]. At
04:48 h the Soyuz-3 reentered the radio visibility zone of the
USSR. After 25 minutes of physical exercise and breakfast,
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Ber'egovoy began his third day of work. He made radio and TV
contact and reported that his condition was good and that all sys-
tems were functioning normally. The Soyuz-3 was in its 29th
orbit [17, 18, 21].

At 10:25 h, the retrorockets on Soyuz-2 were fired, ini-
tiating the reentry and descent sequence. At 10:50 h the Soyuz-2
entered the denser layers of the atmosphere and began its con-
trolled, aerodynamic descent. It completed the landing at a
preassigned area in the USSR, employing a parachute and soft
landing system [17, 18, 21].

By noon the Soyuz-3 had completed 33 orbits, and all
systems were reported to be functioning normally. It was stated
that temperature and pressure of the cabin were kept within the
assigned limits (but they were not given!). Beregovoy continued
his schedule of scientific observations [17, 18, 21], At 12:15 h,
during the 34th orbit, Beregovo) made a major TV broadcast,
during whic- ' explained the internal setup of the cabins and
the control paiels by means of which he accomplished the ap-
proach to Soyuz-2; he also demonstrated weightlessness for his
viewers [17, 18, 21]. During the 36th orbit, he performed a
number of maneuvers, using manual control and orientation.
The o:oital parameters were changed to: period of revolution,
88. & min: apogee, 244 kin; perigee, 199 kin; and inclination,
51. 7 0 [17, 18, 21]. By 18:30 h the Soyuz-3 was once more out
of tht radio visibility range. By 19:23 h the Soyuz-3 had com-
pleted 38 orbits [17, 18, 21).

At "he end of the third day in space, temperature was
in the 17--21°C range, and atmospheric pressure in the cabin
held at about 300 mm Hg [24, 27]. At the operations center, the
Head of the Ground Control Group stated that everything had
been functioning p.rfectly; he added that they had never had such
a perfect flight before [20].

The Fourth Day in Space (29 Oct 68)

At 03. 45 h, Beregovoy began his fourth working day with
breakfast and exercises. He reported that all systems were in
good working order, that the cabin pressure was 777 mm Hg,
and that the temperature was 18°C [24, 25]. At 07:28 h Berego-
voy began his routine TV broadcast. By 11:10 h Soyuz-3 had

-9-



completed its 48th orbit [26].

During his 50th orbit (around noon), Beregovoy made
another TV report. He reported on his scientific observations,
demonstrated how food supplies and water are stored and used

on board, and showed pictures of the observation and rest com-
partment [26, 27].

At 18:06 h, the Soyuz-3 left the radio visibility zone
once more. By 19:03 h, the Soyuz-3 had completed its 54th
orbit. Beregovoy had completed the assigned program for that
day. All systems were in perfect working order. Cabin temper-
ature and pressure were reported to be within normal limits (but
again not specified!) [26, 27].

The Fifth Day in Space (30 Oct 68)

At 04:08 h, Beregovoy began his fifth and final working
day. During the 61st orbit all systems were reported in good

condition. Between 07:08 h and 07:20 h another routine radio
communication was made. Beregovoy felt well and had retained
his high work capacity. The temperature and pressure were
once more reported to be within their assigned limits [34, 35].

Soyuz-3 was equipped with a new, reliable, multi-chan-
nel system for communication with ground stations [49]. The
system operated on 15. 008 and 20. 008 MHz frequencies [1].

Beregovoy used the call name "i.rgon, " and the control center
used the call name "Zarya" [20]. At least part of the on-board
power came from solar batteries [21]. The voice cortact sys-
tem was of sufficiently high fidelity that Beregovoy was able to
recognize voices of his friends at ground stations [49]. Berego-
voy stated that radio contact was reliable throughout the entire
flight [52, 56].

Reentry, Descent, and Landing

In the early morning hours of 30 Oct 68, during his 61st

orbit, Beregovoy received landing instructions from ground con-

trol. These instructions were repeated during the 62nd orbit

[31, 37, 381. Beregovoy initiated the reentry and descent se-
quence during his 64th orbit, while he was still over the Atlantic
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near Africa [30, 31, 37]. Before switching on the automatic sys-
tem which initiated the reentry and descent sequence, Beregovoy
oriented his ship manually, attaining the proper attitude control
[28, 36, 52, 561. The automatic system actuated the retrorockets
for 145 seconds, after which the Soyuz-3 began to descend from
orbit [28, 36]. The descent module (control cabin) separated from
the rest of the spaceship and assumed reentry attitude [28, 36].

When the reentry module entered the denser layers of
the atmosphere, the controlled aerodynamic descent system went
into operation [33, 36]. Feoktistov explained that the descent
module uses a principal of controlled descent based on aerody-
namic properties [52, 54]. The reactive engines (rockets) for
the descent control are mounted externally on the descent module
[52, 54]. The use of the aerodynamically controlled descent,
Feoktistov stated, makes it possible to reduce the reentry stress
to between 3 and 4 G (as compared with the 8-10 G experienced
during ballistic descent) [52, 54]. For emergency purposes
Soyuz-type spacecraft also have a ballistic descent capability
[52, 54]. In addition to reducing the G-load, the controlled aero-
dynamic descent makes it possible to increase the accuracy of
landing in a preassigned area [52, 541.

The phase of aerodynamically controlled descent was
followed by parachute descent. The drogue parachute opened at
an elevation of 9 kin, followed in turn by the main parachute [52,
54]. In addition to the main parachute system, Soyuz-type space-
craft carry an auxiliary parachute system which is actuated in
case the main parachute system fails [52, 541. The parachute
equipment systems are housed in a special container on the
descent module [52, 54].

Final touchdown was made by a soft-landing system
(solil fuel rockets) which was activated when the descent module
was about I m above the ground [28, 33, 52, 541. The soft-land-
ing system rockets are mounted externally on the descent module
[42, 54]. The control of the entire complex of devices which

make up the reentry, descent, and landing systems is entirely
automatic [52, 54].
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At 10:25 h, 30 Oct 68, the Soyuz-3 landed at a pre-
assigned area near the city of Karaganda (28, 29, 30, 311. To
facilitate the search and rescue, the descent module is equipped
with special radio equipment which makes it possible to locate
the spaceship during parachute descent as well as after landing
[52, 54]. The Soyuz-3 was spotted by some of the local people
while it was still descending by parachute, and for the first time
it was possible to obtain a photograph of the parachute descent of
a returning space vehicle [491. The air rescue helicopter and
the local residents arrived at the spaceship before Beregovoy
had time to leave the descent module [40, 41, 56].

Post-Flight Events

After being greeted and congratulated by the local people
and the air rescue team, Beregovoy was flown by helicopter to
the local Search and Rescue Airport [31, 37, 45]. After wash-
ing up, shaving, eating, and receiving a preliminary medical
examination, Beregovoy held a 15-minute press conference [41,
45]. From the Search and Rescue Airport Beregovoy was flown
to the Cosmodrome, where a more detailed examination and de-
briefing was held [451. From there he was flown by 11-18 to
Moscow, where he was given a hero's welcome by top members
of the Soviet government, his mother, wife, and children, and
the other cosmonauts [45, 47).

For his performance in space, Beregovoy was awarded
the title "Pilot-Cosmonaut of the USSR," the Order of Lenin, a
second Gold Star of the Hero of the Soviet Union, and was pro-
moted to Major General of Aviation [50, 51]. The Academy of
Sciences USSR awarded him the coveted Tsiolkovskiy Metal [52,
53].

Beregovoy's Post-flight Statements

In his post-flight statements to the press, Beregovoy
was enthusiastic about his spaceship. He stated that the Soyuz-3
is a new-generation vehicle with great possibilities, and that it
differs from previous spacecraft not only in size and comfort
but also in terms of new design principals and new spaceship
E. stems [561. Beregovoy was particularly enthusiastic , bout
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the maneuverability of the Soyuz-3. He stated ihat his experi-
ence in space convinced him that both the automatic and the man-
ual systems were highly reliable and effective [49, 56]. Berego-
voy felt that the control panel indicators were well thought out
and conveniently placed [52, 56].

Beregovoy stated that the lift-off was very smooth and
that acceleration stress increased very gradually [40, 41]. He
said that he was able to feel acceleration during about two-thirds
of the oowered sector of the flight. There was very little noise
at lift-off. The roar increased gradually, but acceleration re-
mained very smooth [40, 41]. He characterized weightlessness
as an entirely new but pleasant sensation [32, 38, 45].

Beregovoy stated that during the reentry and descent
sequence the automatic equipment worked very well [41]. The
reentry stress was not too great (it was between 3 and 4 G) [40,
54]. Beregovoy was pressed against his acceleration couch but
was still able tc move his head, to make observations through
the windows, and to carry on his work by making entries on tape
[32, 39, 40, 41]. The descent module grounded so softly that
Beregovoy was not even aware of the moment of touchdown [37,
39, 40]. When the parachutes began to drag the descent module
along the ground, Beregovoy released the parachute system [32,
38].

Other Post-Flight Statements

Feoktistov stated that the primary purpose of the Soyuz-3
mission was to check out the automatic and manual rendezvous and
approach equipment and procedures. He added that he felt the mis-
sion had been fully accomplished and the principles on which the
new equipment was designed were fully justified as far as circum-
terrestrial missions are concerned [54].

TASS stated that the most important result of the Soyuz-3
flight was the development and perfection of procedures for rendez-
vous and maneuver in orbit using several systems of orientation
and navigation control. They added that the two rendezvous mis-
sions with Soyuz-2 were a success [29, 30].
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A specialist from the Control Center stated that com-
munication and coordination between the Center and the cosmo-
naut were perfect, and that the mission was carried out accord-
ing to program from start to finish [46].

The "chief designer" stated that he was satisfied with
the mission, as were all teams who participated in the design
of the mission. He added that the cosmonaut performed fault-
lessly at all stages of the flight [48].

The Chairman of the State Commission stated that all
equipment worked perfectly and that the cosmonaut fulfilled all
assigned tasks. The State Commission had no criticism to
make [46].

Biomedical Aspects of the Soyuz-3 Flight

Biomedical specialists were concerned with the effects
of spaceflight conditions on psychophysiological functions, espe-
cially those which can affect man's work capacity and psychoso-
matic state [42]. Medical monitoring included pulse and respi-
ration frequency (pneumography), electrocardiography, and seis-
mocardiography [18, 44]. For the two latter measurements, two
types of electrodes have been developed: silver cup electrodes
and porous latex plate electrodes saturated with "electrode paste"
[441. Biomedical data were transmitted to the ground control cen-
ter, where they were analyzed by physicians and also processed
by medical computers [44).

These basic medical data were supplemented by obser-
vation of the cosmonaut on TV and analysis of voice structure
and speech tempo during radio contact [15, 21, 44]. In addition,
Beregovoy performed certain functional tests, described his sub-
jective feelings, evaluated his own ability to perform assigned
tasks, investigated the work capacity of the visual analyzer, and
reported on the condition of the skin of his face and hands [29,
30, 44). Beregovoy's tasks also included the evaluation of tech-
niques of working with various types of equipment and systems
and conducting scientific experiments in space [421.
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During lift-off and insertion into orbit, Beregovoy's

r pulse frequency rose to 102-103 per mini, and his respiration
rate was around 30 per rain [25, 26, 52]. 0. G. Gazenko ob-
served that Beregovoy was well trained to withstand the accele-
ration stress during the powered sector of the flight, and that
the above increases in heart and respiration rates were in keep-
ing with the G-load (55]. During the first orbit Beregovoy t s

E pulse rate dropped to 75 per min [24, 26]. During the first night
EE his pulse rate was 56-60 per min and respiration was 16 per

min. The following morning the pulse rate rose to 64-66 per
mir. The EKG picture was normal, showing that Beregovoy's
adjustment to weightlessness was good [15]. During this 22nd
orbit (when he was performing the second rendezvous with
Soyuz-2) Beregovoy's pulse -was 63 and respiration 16 per min
[18].

F For the remainder of the orbital flight Beregovoy' s

pulse v..aried from 52 to -67 and -his respiration from 12 to 18
per min [17, 30]. After the first night his heart rate during
sleeptended to remain around 52 per -min [26]. Gazenko noted
that after the first day Beregovoy's pulse and respiration fre-
-quency tended to correspond to the initial pre-flight levels. He
a.dded that no obvious deviations were noted on the EKG or seis-
mocardiograph (52].

T.SS reported that the analysis of biomedical data re-
ceived from space indicated that Beregovoy had retained a high
work capacity and had made a rapid adjustment to -spaceflight
conditions [25, 27]. In fact it took Beregovoy about a day to ad-
just to weightlessness [49]. Gazenko states that Beregovoy was
fully aware of the onset of weightlessness and that weightless-
ness was accompanied by some lability in the pulse, but that
after the first few orbits Beregovoy fully adjusted to flight con-
ditions [52]. Reentry acceleration stress did not constitute a
problem in the present case because the aerodynamic descent
of Soyuz-3 reduced the reentry stress to between 3 and 4 G, in-
stead of the usual 8 to 10 G experienced during ballistic descent

KN (54].
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- i | Despite the recorded increase in sola r aciivity during
= | -the'ScyuZ flight, radiation counters on Soyuz4- iidicated that

i the amount-of, cosmic and magnetically trapped radiation receiv-
~ed:by-Beregovoy corresponded to the anticipxted amount and did

not exceed the safe limits 125, 55].

| The work-rest schedule for the Soyuz-3 flight was de-
i i signed with the idea of retaining Beregovoy' s normal !"L'erres-

trial" rhythm of activity. Beregovoy's program in space foi-
lowed the daily pattern he had observed on earth prior to his
flight. Gazenko points out that this may well have contributed

~to Beregov~y'sgeneral sense of well-being. His sleep was
satisfactory (although he did have, to strap himself in to keep

j from awakening) [41, 55].

Throughout the flight Beregovoy had a good appetite
[18]. EWis diet wras sufficiently varied and included nutritious,

~vitamin-rich products (2800 kcal per diem) [551. On the third
day of flight, for example, his dinner consisted of chicken flet,
cookies, cocoa with milk, and prunes [211.

-Gazeako concluded his evaluation of the biomedical as-
~pects of the-Soyuz-3 flight by stating that execution of various

_~work-operafion.s and physical exercise wa accompanied by ade-
i qua te physiological responses on the part of the organism. Thje

retention of high work capacity enabled Beregovoy to Carry out
~a-he~vy program of scientific and technical experiments [551.

A-detailed post-flight clinical AMi physiological exami-
nation did not reveal any substanLia deviations in the health of
the coamonauto The only findings were a moderate temporary
depression of some of the physiological indices off the cardio-
vascular system, weakly expressed indications of general fa-
tigue -and a loss of about 2 kg in body we-ght f52. 55).

ife !up!ort. Systems and Cabin Environ~ment

Professor V. V. Parin stated that the Soyuz-3 hand ad-
vance d sytems of life support capable of more extended flights
[22, 231. Feoktistov indicated that the life support systems of
the Soyuz spacecraft provided a shirt-sleeve environment and

t -16-
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had a 3-4-av capal xiltT C-2t 5-LC, 0 . Csae~ vu~3~
thna one of il-le b-oonedi-cal cbjecrcs8 of the Suyiuz-3 fltuiflwas

w~t test !.he eoImnteIx O: n21fe suaari wstrs~ acua -vZ-

regernemrang system and a thr-etlxovssetAtU~-MS
phere regeneration n-s asdon store -ikl Mma - -

generated O - anC- aboCdG-, and I.;tr;-na aseous maetatcic
p-roducts, an-d rntaintaInea a rorrna-i tretii nrne

Thethenzog-zotry systet rnmtaizau- -e reqizee te ra:-
hire acrd h iit.Excess- iiu--ziditv nas r-ecved frOm th a-
nvyjsptiere of the cabinz:s byf heat-exchange ani tcpnur-e-

tda~o mit. whc onde,ed an Colliec-ed the mois~et~
scial containers- Ien~are and hundvce-Ad ite adjus-

ec by the cosm-ona-ws for :us comfort j583.

These newr life-! S'spper-t Wt -ap.2rz' sa.rmedel

normal,. sea level, terr-estial- en'ironni-ent as IS e-vident fro-nm
the T-ASS rcoports yntlistal during zthe M.gh of theS-cz3
Tnns, at 18:45 E Z 5 Oct 3, durn-:g the 5th o-rit V' cabin
nressare n~a 1Stf nunv la- and2 thOewzn-r was 17 'C M 6,
12- On 27t Oct durirvg the 3t otbfr. the cabin pressure bad
risen Ito 78 m lig and thle trerature--wr to 211 C' - im. Bt

the 22-ne nito at 18-50 i a. 27 Oct, the cahi a Pressurewa
-18,5 mmi -g and te te-nerazure was 2311C1211. By nzon of
28 Oct wh61len So-rjz-3 hadcznee 33 orb;is, TASS4- rexorted
'that the te- -peratzre and pressurne wkere kepwt wiL in the assegn
ed liits, bui they were no Ionger giren [17, V8, 2ZR'

i- summaring the filrst 3 days of spaceflgt TASS
rencrtUlei thatr 711l :--'e suncart sywstems on th -Soruz-32 fun--ioad
normally and 4tat during this Period 't tmosnnertc nressurte

ofecabin lz a sur arm 777 f rm- ig the tem.peraue SC(24
vaie g3:4r 90 OcOc..-~uz3.

251. Dv 19-0 a- o-n Oct -. 1'-- -aa-- til

54th orbit, the temperature and nress=re wer-e repr-tea as nr
matp but once it-ore wenot, snecified [25, 27J.1. Dhung- the



early morning broadcast of 30 Oct whick took place between
07:08 and 07:20 h, the temperature and pressure were once
more reported to be within their assigned limits [34, 35].

Commenting on this subject during the 5 Nov press
conference, Gazenko stated that the hygienic parameters of the
cabin for the entire flight held within the assigned limits. The
total pressure, he said, varied between 755 and 830 mm Hg, and
the partial 02 pressure hovered around 200 mm Hg. He stated
that the temperature and humidity also remained in the comfort
zone and that preliminary processing of the data indicated the
effectiveness of the life support systems utilized during the
Soyuz-3 flight [55]. This statement is supported by a space
medicine specialist responsible for monitoring the Soyuz-3
flight, who stated that the life support systems functioned per-

* fectly throughout the fligh'. [46].

Indications-of Future Events

Comments made by Soviet specialists after the Soyuz-3
flight have claried certain points in respect to future Soviet in-
tentions for their space program.

= Yuriy Marinin, the scientific commentator for the APN
news agency, stated that the approach maneuver used by Berego-
voy was preliminary training for docking [431. Beregovoy stated
that S. yuz-t-ype spaceships are.equipped for docking and that
they can be expected to perform this operation in future flights
[52]. Academician Keldysh stated flatly that docking between
-Soyuz-type spacecraft will take place in future missions [52,
57]. Athe same time, Keldysh pointed out that the Soyuz
spacecraft are intended for orbital and not lunar missions [57].

The "chief designer : stated that the success of the
Soyuz-3 mission will help in organizing future spaceflights and
that the Soyuz-type spacecraft will apparently be in use for a
long time. Cosmonauts will work out flight procedures on these :
maneuverable ships wbich will become more complex with each
mission [46].

-18-
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In respect to the Soviet lunar missions, Academician
Keldysh pointed out that there are many problems to be solved
before man can go to the moon. He stated that until recently
they did not even knowv whether a ship returning from the lunar
area at escape vel .- ity could make a safe reentry. However,
he stated that Zond-5 returned safely [52, 57]. He added that
the problem of sending man to the moor is also related to the
radiation conditions in that area. He stated that if it becomes
possible to get enough information concerning radiation in the
lunar area with automatic equipment, and if it will be possible
to reproduce these conditions in ground laboratories so that
the effects can be tested on animals, it miy even be possible to
send man on lunar missions without preliminary animal missions
[52, 57].

Commentary

Soviet reportage of the Soyuz-3 flight indi , lat
they regard it as an unqualified success which inaugurates a
new eixa of comfortable, maneuverable, orbital spaceships
capable of 30-day missions with multiman crews.

From the life sciences point of view, the most inter-
esting features of the Soyuz-3 flight are the aerodynamic descent
capability and the "new" life support systems.

By reducing the acceleration stress from 8-10 G to
3-4 G, the aerodynamic descent capability extends considerablyIthe length of time that cosmonauts can be safely exposed to the
deconditioning effects of weightlessness, thus providing a solu-

tion for a problem that has been of serious concern to Soviet
space physiologists for some time.

The use of storage-type life support systems based on
alkali metals was something of a disappointment, since these
apparently use the principle on which the old Vostok and Voskhod
were based, except that the Soyuz systems have been expanded
to a 30-day capability.

-19-
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However, in view of Parin's comment that the Soyuzsystems were the product of "advanced biotechnology" and
Gazenko's statement that one of the biomedical objectives wasi "to test the life support systems under actual spaceflight con-
ditions," we should not exclude the possibility that, in additionito the conventional system, experimental life support systems
(or parts of systems) may have been tested during the Soyuz-3
flight,

If so, it seems reasonable to assumre that the experi-
mental system being tested was a physicochemical one. But
since the Soviets tend to regard physicochemical systems as
complementary (and not as alternatives), there is even a pos-
sibility that some of the links were biological ones, working
symbiotically with physicochemical systems. In any case, re-
ported changes in atmospheric pressure and temperature of the
cabin deserve careful attention, since they may provide some
indication as to whether or not experimental life support sys-
tems were tested in addition to the conventional one.
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rIECS SEO MOSI- QZ!PO '~AN-X -SMIM N 1mCh

by Aygmnt Lityrlsk!

Ageneral -Consensus ir, ihai huze.aaity will start berte-
iting from a real teemno1egi all breakt~irough only when phyic

Stc-eeda in solving he problen-. off thernionulear polver pro-
d;uctiors, -Actrding to So>,viet Acadermician V~. L. C-nzburg olf
the Lebedev institute, the gre mtost te! holqgics changes, next
to -hermonucear reacztors, wil~l be achieved when room-temper-
atur e ( > 27123i ) suewnutors becom n-OcM!onal. 11 In
suite of G-nzzurgs cauatious aptimism, -she proct pfmua
an. achidevement, are generally corsidered mofte. Arzcihe-. fore-
most Soviet i-perco-ducetor e.pert, C.inzbii'rg~s collem gue 1andq
collaborator- A. JA, AbrIloszov, h~k 111-ta trenzen&'U grt
Mn sunerconducica- wIlicaf-dons wou1ai ocz::ur even Y mwer-iaz~
with ieT, ~ oliqu rait.-gen "?)TP were d-~;cve~ ho r
he seemns 0 sha,-re the pre-vilin-g- pessitarzic pnon off
scienti sts4 iho, in aced-razf-e with present-day incompiue e-

cres et -~2 ei h .241est -T atai able 121.

From ShUb:n-ko-I to GAuG

Soviet science took an e~idv and ft-Wifful interest in
Sunrcndctiit..Suffice to recall that it ---as he -Russian3

(.V, Shubnikov, V. 1, Khotkevich; Yu. D. 'Shneeev, lfu. N.
R-abinnIMI ' while studying the superconduct-hvity -:f certa;Y1
!--ad alloys in the niid-19301s, were the first to escribe -he

*cisaracteristics Gfr mixed-state high-flield materials 13a-61.

*L. V. ShnIkcv died in 193z7 during Sz--IAin's purge.



-1n 1937, L. D. Landau predicted !he structure of the interniedi-
ate state [7], which in 1947 vras experimentally confirmed by

-A.- G. Meshkovskiy and A, 1. Shallnikov [8]. In 1950, V. L
Ginzburg and L. ID. Landzru generalized the phenomenological
theoiy of G. L.ondon and F. Lonwn~ (9]; their work made it pos-
sible to calculate the surl~zce energ t onhebudrbtwnte
Wormal arA the superconiducting pha54t- and to explain a number

of other problems. Finally, in a series of important papers
[10-241 published in the 1950's, V. L. Ginzburg, L, D. Landau,
A. A. -Abrikosov, -and L. P. Gorekov presekted. a new and now
widely accepted interpretation of high-field xoerconductors,
based on the concept of the main bulk of a high-field supercon-
ductor remaining superconducting up to an upper critical field
determined by monfiamentary electronic processes sithe GLAG
theory).

These were impressive contributions which alone seem-
ed to promise forthcoming practical solutions. As is only too
well-known, such solutions have not been worked out in the USSR,

* just as they have not been ach eved in the West. The principal
reason for this disappointing situation is that no material hxas yet
been discovered which will remain superconducting at tempera-
tureshigher than 200 K. The question arises as to what facts
Ginzburg. one of the world's top experts in the fietd, uses as
the basi's itorlhis present expectations that a superconducting
coil may be produced working at temperatures well above the
present ones and perhaps even at or above room temperature.

bi Search of a Non-Phonon Mechanism

It should be stressed that the Russians, along with
everyone else, work on superconductivity within the broad frame-
work of the 1957 Bardeen-Coover-Schrieffer (BCS) thecry. While
conceding that with all, its deficiencies the I3CS theory remains the
only one to explain the behavior of superconducting materials,

* they neverthelesE do not accept all the J3CS propositions. Thus,
for example, the BCS theory states that the interelectron attrac-
tive forces causing superconductivity are aue to phonon inter-
actions, with the expression for the critical temperbir taking
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the form
Tc =1, 14 1/g

A D C

where e is the Dcliye temperature and g is the parameter
characterizing the phonon-induced attractive forces between
electrons. It is easily shown that the condition of lattice sta-
bility leads to the inequality

g <

which means that, according to the theory, Tc must be approxi-
mately one order lower than the Debye temperature. Ginzburg's
hope that room-temperature superconductors may one day be pro-
duced is based on his firmly expressed disbelief [1] that phonon
interaction is the only mechanism which can produce electron
pairing and thus the appearance of the superconducting state.

The possibility of formation of Cooper pairs by some
non-phonon mechanism was first studied by S. V. Vonsovskiy
and M. S. Svirskdy in 1958 [25]. One year later, A. I. Akhiyezer
and I. Ya. Pomeranchuk showed that an additional interaction be-
tween electrons due to the exchange of spin waves leads to attrac-
tion for a pair of conduction electrons, if this pair is in a triplet
state with zero-spin projection, and to repulsion in a singlet
state [261. Thus the authors demonstrated that this process can
assist or hinder the occurrence of superconductivity, depending
upon the spin-state of the pairing electrons.

The above pioneering studies, followed by other works
performed by several Moscow, Leningrad, and Kiev supercon-
ductivity researchers, culminated in 1964 in an important paper
by V. L. Ginzburg [27] in which he proposed a two-dimensional
model of a high-temperature superconductor with the Cooper
nairs formed due, not to phonons, but to excitons. Almost simul-
taneously, the Physical Review published W. A. Little's discus-

sion of a new interaction mechanism of the electrons in molecu-
lar polymer chains, which could account for critical tempera-
tures substantially higher than those due to phonon or magnon
.nteractions [28]. Although some of Little's conclusions were
contested in the West and in the USSR, his paper aroused great
interest among Soviet students of high-temperature superconduc-
tivity, who are given to quoting it in all their recent papers on
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this subject.

SiGeylikman's "Electronic" ModelA

In 1965 and 1966, B. T. Geylikman of the Moscow Physi-
cotechnical Institute took up Littles idea and demonstrated that a
purely electron mechanism, analogous to the one the American
physicist ascribed to certain specifically conjugated chains of
organic polymers and leading to similar high critical tempera-
tures, can occur in ordinary three-dimensional metals [29, 30].

Geylikman examined two cases: 1) a pure metal of the
transition group with two overlapping unfilled bands (s and d, or
s and f), or an ordered alloy of two metals (a compound) with
comparable concentrations of both compounds and a similar struc-
ture of the electron spectrum; and 2) an ordered alloy of a metal
and a non-metal with comparable concentrations in which the
electrons of the upper unfilled shell of the non-metal atom are
not collective.

According to Geylikman's study, the first model de-
serves the most attention. Just as in the case of Little's poly-
mer consisting of a "spine" and a series of side chains, the
Coulomb repulsion between the first and second band of Geylik-
man's model leads to attraction between each electron pair in
the first band and each pair in the second band. It can be said
th~t the attractive forces are due to the interaction of the elec-
trons in a given band with '.he charge-density oscillations of Lhe
other band.

The complete effective interaction between s- and d (f)
-eleo4ens, -unrestricted by the second approximation of the per-
turbation theory, can be. found by the summation of plots in the
so-called total-density approximation. In a model of loosely
bound s-electrons and strongly bound d (f)-electrons which is
simple but nevertheless sufficiently close to reality, the calcu-
lations are substantially simplified, indicating that attraction
between the s-electrons outbalances repulsion. In the general
case, the investigations become highly complex. However, in
determined conditions and for real metals, Geylikman's calcu-
lations show that attraction can be stronger than repulsion, the
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critical tempe-rature for the suiperconducting sAtenzgo h
order of- 1JO -7Kr In the case of Cevlikranr's second mnodel,
condii-onsz for the o-ccur-rence of supercon~utzn--tv, are more

=drastic and- the critical temnperatures are lower.

C'iraburgt s Exciton Theory

m1e most recent majkIor Soviet work on high-temnerature
sujerconcuctlvity is thv;44- ~ at nublished in ay 1963 by V. L.Gin zbura,
1311 based manyon nsonprevious papers, ju also on studies
by other Soviet and Westerna researchers- As vcz-ible non-phonn
mnectincMis zor tne araczion between con'auztction electronas and
tur-s for the onset ofr' ecndciiy Ginzbur.g enumerates the
exclhange of spin wavres bnmagnns). the interaction between elec-
tons ifl ctff erent bandls, and the interaction- between conduction-

electrons and bound electrors. He even menrtions such extreme
concepts as that of nuclear forces being responsible for the
superfluidity i neutron stars a-.4 that of weak interactions being
a possible cause for the super-flidity of degenerate neutrino
systemrs.

In practice, GXinzbu-,rgr states, any attractive mechanism
near the Fermi surface can. be called electronic .1in the sense
that it is the txolarizatilon of the electr-ons and not of the ions
whichn plavs the main vart. However, b1,.ecause the term 'elec-

* -tronic mnecnamni of sunerconducftivv can mean SLWiply that a
sunercoauctng current is crri-ec by electrons, - in. Is last

wrks Ginzburg has taken to using tne term "excnton mechanism
of sunerconductivity7 havAing in mindi electron-qte exci-tons, and
thus excluding no: only phonon exciivttiorzs but also thosedet
inagnons and plasxnons.

Ginzburg sees two an nhttt-fnties insrg the excitoa
mechanism for- sunerconc.-Uctivity. The first, which ie considers

surmoutablIe, is pnout . ofl metals- or so-me o ther conducting
sytm wih a itntynronounced exciton cuvectrz-twi. The

second and,- much more Serious orawvuback is that. the interactionA
between the excitons anda condu1-ction electrons must be strong
enough to overcome the omnipresen n n itrcto hc
leads to repulsiLon in preci sely the f requency range of it es
in this case.

A
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His calculations show that the two conditions can be
most likely satisfied in "unusual" conducting systems such as
filamentary compounds, layer compounds and sandwiches of the
dielectric-metaL-dielectric type. Even though the prospects
of obtaining sufficiently strong exciton interactions appear co be
highest in filamentary or layer-type chemical compounds, the
author thinks tiat sandwiches deserve particular attention be-
cause their composition and properties are more easily controlled.

Earlier plan Slowed Down?

Ginzburg ad:Aits that there is no certainty that room-
temperature superconductors or even materials with a liquid-
nitrogen Tc will be produced. However, he complains bitterly
that so ittle attention in terms of funding and scale of research
is paid to the study of such high-temperature superconductor
materials, while entire large scientific research institutes and
laboratories are working fuU-speed on thermonuclear reactors.
Ginzburg explains this disproportion by the application to the
sciences of the same criteria which ladies use in determining
the parameters of their mimskirts.

It should be noted that Ginzburg's complaint about the
present lack of interest in such studies has been corroborated
by other Soviet experts. In his recent review article on studies
of n- superconducting materials performed during the last 3-4
years, N. Ye. Alekseyevskiy [32] quotes only 20 Soviet works
against 45 Western ones. Furthermore, at the last (1968) Mos-
cow Conference of Soviet experts on superconducting materials
[33", Ye. M. Savitskiy criticized his 250 colleagues particularly
fr their insufficient interest in research on superconductivity
constants, for the slow advance in studies on single crystals of
superconducting alloys and compounds, and for the non-develop-
ment of unitary methods for measuring superconducting charac-
teristics, or of standardized measuring instruments.
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DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATIONS OF SOME SOVIET ALUMI-
NUM ALLOYS

by Dimitri Vvedensky

Aluminum alloys are the most widely used group of
light alloys in modern technology. For example, basic struc-
tures of numerous types of aircraft are made of aluminum al-
loys. Alloys ior new types of aircraft must have a high strength,
perform satisfactorily at elevated and subzero temperatures,
withstand static loads and vibration, and be corrosion resistant
and insensitive to unavoidable stress concentrators.

Most Soviet high-strength aluminum alloys have been
developed on the basis of the aluminum-zinc-magnesium system.
Although aluminum-zinc-magnesium alloys have a high strength
of up to 5c tg/mm 2 , they were initially of little use because of
their hig!h susceptibility to delayed fracture and stress corrosion
and high sensitivity to stress concentrators. It is assumed that
all these shortcomings are due to an intrinsic mechanism of aging
in aluminum - zinc- magnesium allcys.

Aging of all age-hardenable aluminum alloys proceeds
in three stages. The first, "zone-stage," is characterized by
the formation of Guinier-Preston zones without any structural
changes. In this state, the alloys have low yield strength, high
ductility, high corrosion resistance, and low notch sensitivity
(Fig. 1). The second, "phase-stage, " is distinguished by the
precipitation of particles of metastable phases at and near grain
boundaries. The yield strength sharply increases, the elonga-
tion drops, the corrosion resistance reaches a minumum, and
the notch sensitivity increases. In the third stage, coagulation
of the precipitated particles occurs. The strength characteris-
tics decrease somewhat, the ductility increases, and there is a
sharp increase in corrosion resistance. The rupture strength,
creep strength, and fatigue strength undergo no substantial
changes during the three aging stages.
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Fig. 1. Tensile strength (1), yield strength (2), reduc-
tion of area (3), elongation (4), impact strength of
uotched (5) and precracked (6) specimens, and corrosion

resistance of alaminum alloys in various stages of aging (1].

Depending on. the alloy composition, the trans-ition from
the zone-stage to the phase-stage of aging occurs at different
temperatures and, in aging at the same temperature, after dif-
ferent time periods (Fig. 2). During this transition there are
certain regions of mixed structure which contain both Guinier-
Preston zones and precipitated particles of the metastable phases.

In aluminum-zinc-magnesium alloys, the transition may
occur (provided sufficient time is allowed) at L-om temperature,
at which the mixed structure is very brittle. Therefore, alumi-
nun-zinr-magnesium-alloy parts in zrne-stage condition become
very susceptible to cold cracking after several months of E ervice
or storage. Even if the alloy is aged beyond the transition peri-
od to the phase-stage, it becomes brittle when exposed for pro-
longed periods of time to temperatures of 50-- 70 C, which are
readily attained in sunlight.

Alloying with copper, modification with such structure
stabilizers as chromium, manganese, or zirconium, and adjust-
ment of aging conditions were the three methods used by Soviet
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rZ

Ig (aging time)

Fig. 2. Effect of tem perature on the length of the
period of transition from the zone-stage to the phase-
stage of aging f1].

1 - Solid solution; 2 - Guinier-Preston zones; 3 - metas-
table phases; 4 - stable phases.

metallurgists to shift the time-temperature range of the transi-
tion from zone-stage to phase-stage of aging toward higher tem-
peratures. The effort resulted in the development of two hig -
strength alloys, V95 and V96.

V95 alloy (5. 0-7. 0% zinc, 1. 8-2. 0% magnesium,
1. 4-2. 0% copper, 0. 2-0. 6% manganese, 0. 1-0. 25% chromi-
urn) has an average tensile strength of 55 kg/mm2 . V96 alloy
S(7.6-8. 6% zinc, 2. 5-3. 2% magnesium, 2. 2-2. 8% copper,
0.2-0. 5% manganese, 0. 1-0. 25% chromium) has a tensile
strength oi up to 70 kg/mm2 [1, 2]. V95 alloy was used in the
wing structures of TU-104 and TU-114 aircraft, and also in
aircraft designed by 0. K. Antonov. No failures have been re-
ported. This success should be attributed to the Soviet school
of thought according to which research on problems of metal
science, such as development of new steels and alloys, usually is
done in conjunction with the study of the behavior of these ma-
terials under various service conditions. For instance, V95
alloy was used in aircraft structures only after all the necessary
specifications concerning the shape and design of the parts and
their manufacture and assembly had been definitely established.
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When 0. K. Antonov began work on the "Antheus"
fAN-22, a Soviet counterpart of the US C5A], whose main struc-
ture incorporated huge forgings weighing up to 5 tons, it was dis-
covered that neither V95 nor V96 could be used for these forgings,
owing to the presence of manganese and chromium stabilizers.
Both these elements reduce flowability, which causes serious
difficulties in casting large ingots; they also reduce hardenabili-
ty, which brings about a sharply expressed anisotropy of mechani-
cal properties and makes it necessary to use cold water for
quenching after solution annealing, which in turn causes high in-
ternal stresses and distortion.

Extensive research revealed that the stability of the alloy
structure and, consequently, of the mechanical properties could
be ensured without stabilizers by balanced alloying and heat treat-
ment. This-led to the development of V93 alloy (6. 5-7. 5% zinc,
1.6-2.2% magnesium, 0.8-1.2% copper, 0. 15-0.4016 iron),
in which chromium and manganese were replaced by a small
amunt of iron. The alloy has very good flowability and can be
cast into ingots up to 1100 mm in diameter. Heavy sections can
be quenched (after solution annealing) in very warm (70--80 C)
water without risk cf solid-solution decomposition, even in the
central portions [2]. This greatly reduces distortion and internal
stresses.-

During this investigation it was also learned that if the
phase (artificial) aging at 195°C is. not done immediately after
solution annealing, but iL preceded by zone (natural) aging, it
produces a structure with finely dispersed particles of metasta-
ble phases. The alloy in this condition has a high tensile strength,
50--53 kg/mm 2 in large forgings [2], at a satisfactory resistance
to stress corrosion. The landing gear structure of t!Antheus" was
built from V93 forgings at a weight saving of 2 tons. The V93
alloy was also used in the Yak-40 airliner.

The wide use and the critical importance of the parts
made of V93 alloy justified additional research aimed at improv-
ing its performance. S. I. Kishkina, for instance, found that
the fatigue strength and corrosion resistance of V93 parts can
be significantly improved by surface strain hardening.
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Two other aluminum-zinc-magnesium alloys, 01915 and
01911, are presently being developed. Both have lower strength
than V95, V96, or V93 alloys, but their susceptibility to crack-
ing is low and they have satisfactory weldability.

More recently, a new family of heat-treatable high-
strength aluminum-base alloys containing lithiun has been in-
troduced. The first such alloy, VAD23, contains 4. 9-5. 8%
copper, 0.4-0. 8% manganese, 1. 0-I. 4% lithium, and 0. 1-0. 25%
cadmium. Cadmium plays a very important part in the alloy: it
delays significantly the diffusion processes and reduces the size

and increases the stability of precipitated particles of metasta-
ble phases. The alloy has a room-temperature tensile strength
of 54 kg/mmz and a 1000-hr rupture strength of 14 kg/mm 2 at
200°C [2]. The high mechanical properties of VAD23 at room
and elevated temperatures make it a very promising material
for the TU-144 supersonic airliner. In tests simulating condi-
tions during takeoff, flight , and landing, VAD23 alloy performed
very satisfactorily. A weight -aving of about 10% could be
achieved by substituting VAD23 for AK4-1 alloy (1.9- 2.5% cop-
per, 1.4-1. 8% magnesium, 1.0-1. 5% nickel, 1-1-1. 6% iron),
the Soviet counterpart of the alloy used in the French-British
"Concord" airliner, which has roughly the same flight charac-
teristics as those of TU-144. Satisfactory performance was
achieved with VAD23 aged to a coagulation stage (Fig. 1), which
produced a very stable structure with relatively low strength but
high ductility. With alloy aged to the highest strength level, even
higher weight savings could be achieved; however, there is a pos-
sibility of embrittlement after 10, 000 hr of operation.

Another lithium-containing alloy is the 01420 aluminum-
lithium-magnesium alloy, claimed to be a unique Soviet develop-
ment (VAD23 appears to be a counterpart of a British alloy).
The composition of the alloy has not been revealed. It is stated
only that it is located in the two-phase a + A12 LiMg region of
the concentration triangle and that the content of magnesium and
lithium was selected to ensure maximum strengthening by heat
treaL-nent without lowering corrosion resistance. [A higher
lithium content would bring about intensive oxidation of the aloy
in air, and a higher zontent of magnesium would greatly reduce
the strengthening effect of heat treatment]. However, it can be
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reasonably assumed that the lithium content of 01420 alloy is

considerably higher than that of VAD23 alloy, judging "rom the

statement [1] that the density of 01420 is 12% lower than that of

Duralumin-type alloys, which averages 2.8 g/cm 2, meaning

that the density of 01420 is about 2.46 g~cm. compared to

2.72 g/cm 3 for VAD23 alloy [2]. The alloy is also called "light-

weight aluminum alloy" [3], a term which is usually not applied

to individual aluminum alloys since all of them are considered

light alloys.

The 01420 alloy has satisfactory flowability and may be

cast into ingots up to 800 mm in diameter. Its solid solution is

very stable. After solution annealing, alloy parts can be either

water quenched or air cooled. Air cooling results in somewhat
(2- -3 kg/mm 2) lower strength, but also in lower susceptibility

to stress corrosion after aging. The alloy is not ageable at room

temperature. For maximum strength, parts are aged at 170°C
for 8 to 24 hr, after which they have a tensile strength of 55
kglmm 2, a yield strength of 50 kg/mm2 , and an elongation of

4-5%. For higher ductility, aging at 120"C for 12 to 48 hr is

recommended. In this case the tensile strength (extruded bars)

is 48--50 kg/mm2 , the yield strength is 35-40 kg/mm2 , and the

elonption is 9-11%. The alloy has an elasticity modulus of

750 kg/mm2 [31, which is 8% higher than that of the Duralumin-

type alloys [1]. Assuming 01420 and the Duralumin-type alloys

are of equal strength, the higher modulus of elasticity and the

lower density of the former would yield a weight saving of 12%

in tension-stressed members and 15-20% in compression-
stressed members [1]. The 01420 alloy is available in the form

of extrusions, forgings, sheets and plates. It can be anodized,
silver, copper, zinc, and cadmium plated, and spot and seam
welded. Fusion welding of VAD23 and 01420 alloys is being

studied at the Electric Welding Institute im. Ye. 0. Paton

Interesting results were achieved with sintered alumi-

num alloys made of granules-fine particles obtained by atomiz-

ing molten alloys with a content of alloying elements (up to 10

chromium or iron) significantly higher than the limit of their

solid-state solubility in aluminum [1, 4]. Rapid cooling (ater
quenching) of atomized particles produced highly supersaturated
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aluminum-chronium solid solutions cto 2 chro-
mium (the limit of solid-state solubility of chromium in alumi-
num is about 0. 82). No aluminum-iron sobd solution could be
fixed at the cooling rates used'. The granules were compacted
and the compacts were extruded at 450 *C into flat bars 10 mm
thick and 40 mm wide. A' 450'C the aluminum-chromium solid
solution decomposed under precinitation of finely dispersed par-
ticles of CrAl 7 intermeallic compourd. The mechanical proper-
ties of the extruded bars were significantly higher than those of
conventionally manufactured bars of the same comosition. At
a chromium content of 10S the alloy had a tensile strength as
high as 50 kglrnm 2, but-s eilongation was low, ony 0. 4--I. 0%.
With decreasing chromium content the tensile strength drcpped
and the elongation increased (Fig. 3). The effrc! of iron was
much less pronounced. With incresing test temperature the
tensile strength dropped, the more rapidly the higher the chro-
mium. content. However. at tcmperatures up to 400CC. the te U-
sile strength of alloys with 10% chromium= remained higher than
that of SAP alloys containing l0% aluminum oxide (Fig. 4) (4J.

ta

Oi~i~or iron contentc,ZA

'Fig. 31. Cc-positio deoendenmce off tensl 9e
sezcth (solI itues) and elongat 4 'n

(broken I n)of sistered alctmInwt-chro-

-Alf
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An aluminrin-magnesium-chromium alloy produced by
the above described method1 combines high strength with high
corrosion resistance. In solution-annealed and aged condition
it has a tensile strength of 45 kg/mm 2, compared to 36 kg/mm 2

for the strongest alurminu.m-magnesium alloy. This alloy ap-
pears to be a ; romising shipbuiI ;ng material, e.specially for
hydrofoil craft, which are presently built of unallo)±d aluminum.

Elongation, % Tensile strength, Yn/m2

S.

:. .. . 0

: ::Ter sile strength, kg /" 2

?ig. 4. Temperature dependence of tensile strength and

elongation of sintered aluminum alloys contui, ing 1%

A1203 (1), 2% Cr (2), 10% A1203 (3) and 10% Cr (4). [4]

The SAS-1 alloy, r'iso made from atomized particles,
has already found fairly wide application in high-p ision in-
struments. The alloy contains 25% silicon and 57 -el, has
the same density as aluminum, and is distinuished by a low

coefficient of thermal expansion, 14. 00. 10 , which approach-

es taat of steel. It has a fine structure and a tensile strength
of 33 kg/nu 2 a, an elongation of 0. 5%, compared to 8 kg/mm2

and 1.m3 for a coaventionally mde alloy v,hich has a coarse-

grained structure and a much higher coefficient of thermal ex-
pansion 1, 5].
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SUREYS

SATELLITE OPTICAL TRACKING PROGRAMS

by Daniel W. Michaels

The increased demands for greater accuracy in visual
tracking of satellites associated with investigations of the detail-
ed struture of the Earth's gravity field, an expanded space tri-
angulation program, and investigations of irregular density
changes in the upper layers of the atmosphere have stimulated
the development of more precise satellite tracking cameras and
techniques. Much of the advanced tracking instrumentation now
being developed in the Soviet bloc originates either in the Sov" et
Union proper or in East Germany, Czechoslovakia, or La via [1].

The standard cameras used at Soviet stations over the
past 10 years, the Soviet-manufactured NAFA-3c-25 (d = 100 mm
f = 250 mm) and NAFA-MK-75 (d = 210 mm, f = 750 mm) have been
modified to meet the more stringent requirements, and new cam-
eras developed in other bloc countries have been tested at Soviet
stations. The NAFA-3c uses a Uran-9 objective and has a field
of sight of 32 x 52 ; ita fast shutter is connected to a chronograph.
The camera has a reported accuracy of 0' . 1-0'. 2 in position and
00 . 01 in time. A modified version of the standard NAFA-3c-,5
has recently appeared in Soviet, East-bloc, and other cooperat-
ing stations as the UFISZ-25-2. UFISZ-25-2 cameras have,
for example, been sent to Cuba, Mongolic,, Mali, and the United
Arab Republic, as well as East Germany, Bulgaria, Rumania,
Poland, and Czechoslovakia [2].

In 1968 the Zvenigorod Experimental Station put into
operation the first model of a new automat'c triaxial satellite
camera for photographing faint satellites (up to the 10th magni-
tude). The Zvenigorod camera, which uses an Astrodar objec-
tive designed by Maksutov, his an aperture of 500 mm, a focal
length of 740 mm, and a mirroi- diameter of 1000 mm [3].

Of tracking cameras developed outside the USSR, the
East German Zeiss-manufactured 420-500-760 satellite track-
ing camera, which was first put into operation in the Potsdam
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Geodetic Institute in 1965 and which was put into serial production
in 1966, represents one of the most advanced instruments for the
precise determination of satellite coordinates against a fixed star
background. Its technical specifications are: d = 425 ram;
f = 760 mm; diameter of main mirror, 500 mm; and plate size,
90 x 120 mm 2 . The guide telescope has a magnification of 21. 3 x,
a field of sight of 30, and an effective entrance aperture of 76 mm.
The instrument can photograph satellites up to the 12th magnitude
[4].

Of equal importance is the new automatic AFU-75 cam-
era (d = 210 mm, f = 750 mm), designed by K. K. Lapushbka and
M. K. Abele (Riga, Latvia), which went into ope.tion in 1967.
This camera is especially well suited for recording flashes emit-
ted by active geodetic satellites and can photograph the passage
of passive satellites up to the 9th magnitude. In addition to the
original model mounted in Riga, this camera has also been put
into operation at the Zvenigorod, Uzhgorod, and Pulkovo stations
[5].

in 1965 the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences and Cen-
tral Administration of Geodesy and Cartography also designed a
satellite camera which is now in common use. This instrument,
which uses a Telikon objective, has also been sent to the Soviet
Union and Poland [6].

The Soviet Union is currently participating in several
international satellite tracking programs, some of which are
restricted to the Eurasian continent: while others include Ameri-
ca and Africa. Among the former are: 1) The visual satellite
tracking program for the Ephemeris Service. The coordinator
of this program is the Astronomical Coencil of the Academy of
Sciences USSR. The ephemerides are computed at the Soviet
computer center "Kosmos, " as well as the computer centers of
Poland and Czechoslovakia. 2). The INTEROBS program.
Base-line visual observations of low satellites are conducted
for the purpose of studying short-period changes in atmospheric
density. In addition to the Soviet Union, East Germany, Hungary,
Poland, Bulgaria, Rumania, and Czechoslovakia participate in
this program; Hungary is the coordinator. 3). The satellite
photometric observation program, which is coordinated by the
Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia. Photometric observations
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are made of satellites as they enter the shadow of the Earth for
the purpose of studying the aerosol and ozone distribution in the
atmosphere as well as the optical properties of the upper atmos-
phe. e, Special electrophotometric instruments for observing
the light reflected from satellites in different parts of the spec-
-trum-have been developed in the Astronomical Institute of the
Kazakh Academy of Sciences, Alma Ata, and in the Astronomi-
cal Institute of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Onjrejov.

m- 4). Project SPIN. Photometric observations are conducted of
satellite rotation for the purpose of studying changes in atmos-
pheric density in connection with changes in solar activity. In
addition, the East-bloc states collaborate in the publication of

w -satellite tracking information, the compilation of technical bib-
liograpbies, and similar undertakings.

The single most important program extending beyond the
Eurasian continent is -the synchronous photographic satellite ob-
servation program undertaken in connection with problems in
space triangulation. The Astronomical Council of the Academy
of Sciences USSR is the coordinator of this program. The first
space triangulation experiment was conducted in 1961 with the
Pulkovo, Nikolayev, Khakav, and Tashkent stations participat-
ing. An accuracy of not more than + 80 m was achieved. In
May and June of 1963 the first synchronous photograph of E:ho-I
was obtained when the Potsdam, Prague, Bucharest, and Poznan
stations joined in with Soviet stations. In 1965-1966 a space
tri. qulation program was undertaken in an attempt to tie in
African stations (Bamako, Mali; Cairo, UAR) with the European
network. In 1966-1967 a program of observations of the Pageos
satellite was initiated involving the Soviet Union, Bulgaria, Hun-
gary, Italy, Mongolia, Poland, Rumania, Czechoslovakia,
Mali, and the United Arab Republic. During these experiments
synchronous pairs of observations were made at Cairo-Zveni-
gorod (3000 km), Cairo-Poznan (3000 km), Cairo-Riga (3500 km),
Cairo-Bamako (3500 km), Cairo-Pulkovo (3800 kn), Nikolayev-

"Bamako (5000 km), and Zvenigorod-Bamako (6000 km). Cuba
and Mongolia also regularly participate in synchronous photo-
graphic observations. Since 1966 the Riga and Uzhgorod stations
have been participating in observations of the Geos satellites un-
der a program arranged by the Smithsonian Observatory f7].
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At present, the following 16 countries regularly send
satellite observational data to the Soviet Union: England, Bul-
garia, Hungary, East Germany, Holland, Italy, Cuba, Mongo-
lia, Mali, the United Arab Republic, Poland, Rumania, France,
Finland, Czechoslovakia, and Sweden.
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i OCEAN"OGRAPFIC .MATERIAL AT WORLD DATA-CENTER "B"'

I

SUM : This survey describes the data coZlected
and stored at WoPtd Data Center I'D' in -the .Soviet
Union up to 1 December 1965. It is believed to be

~the only data of this natuare ever published in the
~Soviet Union.

=

The contacts established by World Data Center "B"
(WDC "B3") are wide and diversified. The closest and the in st

fruitful cooperation in the field of oceanography has been es ab-
fished with World Data Center "A" irt the United States, with the
nationalU-centers in Canada, Australia, and Japan, and with vari-
ous 9nternational organizations (i e. International Council for the
Exploration of the Sea, etc.).

An enormous amount of oceanographic data is being
stored at WDC "B." an respect to the number of cruises and
station observations all of the data can be divided into two ap-
proximately eql parts (see Table i): -the data prior to 1959
ou7 4Ases and 33,15 stations) and the data for the period
1960-1964 (573 cruises 2d 27, 08 stations). Data from 34
countries, obtained by 400 ships during 1250 cruises, have been
collected at WDC "B"' during these years. The number of inves-
tigations performed in the oceans is not equally distributed. The
larget number of stations represented at WDC B" was taken in
the Atlntic and the Pacific Oceans; the smallest number - in
the Arctic and the Antarctic Most of the observations carried

out by various countries were made in the coastal areas; how-
ever, the larger countries obSA, USSR, Frnce, Japan, Canada,
Eolecd) also conducted observations in different parts of the
tceainspromdi h casi nteulydsrbtd h

urein the last 5 ation s considerable attention has been

focused on the investigation of the Pacific and Indian Oceans.
There are now twice as many stations in these two areas as there
were prior to 1959 In general, the investigations perfrmed dur-

ing IGY and during the last few years have encompassed the entire
territory of the World Ocean.
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Table 1. The data received by WDC "B"1 ____

Before'
19601964ITo tal11 960 190 96

Number of ships ............ 2981 190 (98 of this 488
number did not I

I take part in

the IGY)
Number of cruises.......6771 573 11,250
Number of lighthouses.v. 551 9 (2 did nottae6

I part in the IGY)
Number of permanent j,

stations ............... 141 247 (153 did not 411
take part in thef

Numbe o~ (IGY)
Numbr ofoceanographic
stations .............j33,9527,088 161,003
.jesofinvestiatns___ Number of measurements____

Bathythermograms ....... 21,9841 23,433 145,417
Currents I

Deep measurements ....J 1,392 223 1,615
Surface =easurements.1,59356 15,102

Sediments3561
Bottom ................ 1,5871 355 11,942
Subb-ottom ............ 1,137- 288 11,425

Relief*................... 431 16 1 9
Biology

Plankton.............. 11,0281 4,529 '115,557
Pigment content .........1,0641 1,195 12,259
Primary production... 1,611,691 13,256
Icthyology, etc .... 9i ,4 2,024

*Number of cruises during which the relief was invest"gated.

Of considerable importance are the data collected by
the International Indian Ocean Program, the joint international
Investigations of the tropical and northern parts of the Atlantic
Ocean (Northwestland] organized by the ICES, and the "Gibral-

trprogram. The simultaneous participation of ships and4-
specialists from different countries made it possible to carry
out an extensive number of investigati.ons and to check out vari-
ous observation techniques. In addition, such international ex-
peditions attracted .xew members; most countries cooperating in
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the field of oceanography became participants (see Table 2).
|
I

Table 2. Interational program.

Number o Number of
pregram Weer &tLas con rpletes Preg esamber nations completed

, _______1cruise* _ _ , , _ cruises
Joint iater- Argentina ..... 2 international Ihustral i a ..... 23
national Brazil ........ 3 Idian-Ocean Crest Britain. 2

ni1,4etiza- Chase ......... I program Indonesia .....
tios of the Spain ......... 2 Portugal ..... 2
tropical part Nigeria ....... 2 SSR .......... 4
of the Ivory Coeat USA ........... .. 15
Atlantic Republic.... I Prance ........ 6
Ocean Republic of Socth African

the kpulic . 6
(Iraszasvlla). 2 Japan .........

ostR.......... 7

ttal: 9_ *tions T 31 Total: t matens 70

Oceanographic data collected by WDC 'B1 are obtained
not only from scientific cruises but also from obserations made

at permanently operating coastal and high-sea stations. These
observations have been conducted by severad countries (see
Table 3), with the USA, Canada, Denmark, Finland, Norway,

* the Netherlands, France, and Japan being the most active par-
ticipants. Observaticns made at lighthouses belonging to Den-
mark, the USA, the Netherlands, Ireland, the FRG, Sweden, and
Belgium are also collected at WDUC "B. Data from permanent
stations and lighthouses are in the form of daily, monthly, or
occasional measurements of oceanographic and meteorological
parameters. Some nations, such as France, the Netherlands,
Australia, vdpan, the USA, Denmark, and Great Britain contri-
bute data on Surface observations. The amount of data contri-
buted by cooperating nations varies (see Table '). About 55, 000
out of 61. 000 measurements collected at oceanographic stations
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i k ,A. mide by oceanog__raphers of the USA, Canada, "the USSR.
-GreatBritan, and France. The c n!"utions

of these countries in -respect to thenumberofstations and the-
-scope of the -program -vary. The m-ultidiscipline investigations
cdnductedby theUSSR, the USA, Ja-,;n, the FRG, Canada., Nor-

-;r ay,. Australia,, and F-rande -have haa- te highest scientific value.
; They included hydrochemical and hy.-i-ological stations and bathy-

thermographic. geological, biological., meteorological, surface,
andcurrenit observations (see Table 31. The data from hydro-

- iogical and bhydrochemical stations andl bathythermograph re-
~cordings make up the largest part of te material collected.

The. obser vations performed at individual oceanographic
stations vary for different cc,re es an i cruises. Primarily, the

} l-)gram of such observations during cr~uises includes the collect-
: ion of data on the temperature, salinity (sometimes chloride con-

te~ dnsiy, ydrgenionconcentration, alkalinity, the con-
4,6ett of O, N, P,_ Si, C. and their-compounds, as well as the com-
putiion at data from the -anomaly of dj-namic heights, anomaly of
q pecii-volume , Potential tmperature, potential energy", :
sound velotity., Th metho s used-in determining these elements
vary considerlrj~y and in mnost cases their description is added

-to -the-data. Wet, r~s of observadtions are conducted by the
_ -USSR, the USA, - -wta, France, the FRG, Australia, Norway
_ ;-and otheiL . .untries; th4se comprise 50% of all data from oceano-
: _ raphic stations. 'Le-other half of the data includes obser-ra-

i tions of only the temper*, r .- _..alinity, density, and oxygen. The
-- _ •-data are given-for both the alztual -and standard levels, with sta-
-- . -tion depths varying between 200 and 5000-6000 m; occasionally

station depths exceed. 6Ap- m-

-- =Bathythermographic observations a! WDC "B" consist
• p rimarfly of photographic copies of bathyth.;-rnmograms; however,

some data are given-irn-tabular form 0i. e. data o'b~ained by the
_ =USSR, the Netherlands, -,,r4japan). The bathy.S-.zrmograph rec-
-- ords supplied- by countries other than the ITS--R are xrcompanied
. by data on surface temperature, salinity, and by data, from mete-

_ orological observatio. Although the number of sucb invesifiga-
: tions is ver large, the contributions made by different cc ntr ies

on th tempe~rature distribution obtained by means of bathytherzim-
- graphs also vary (see Tables I and 3).
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-The small1 amount of material on currents does riot de-
crease its great v;Alue. The following relatively few countries
ar.. contributing data on the iii-~tigation of currents: the USSR,
the USA, Japan, Yugosla,.i-a, France, Norway, Canada, Sweden,
Denmark.. Fiand, Great Br-itain, and the FRG. These coun-
tries have made different contributions to the investigation of
currents (see Table 3). XWDC 'LB" has collected data fromn 1615
deep stations and 15, 102 surface-current mevasvrements. in
addition, WADC "1B" has maps of surface currents from almost
100 cruises off the coast of CalIffornia. The -greate~st -number of
deep-current stations have t-een occupied by the iJSS1R in the
B~altic Sea, the northeastern Atlantic, thze rarthern part of tJ1e
Pacific, and in the waters of the Antarctic. Seven hundred deep-
and surface-current sLations have been occupied by Yugoslavia
in the Adriatic Sea. Japan has made 5000 measurements of deep
and surface currents in the Sea of Okhotsk, the Sea of Japan ar.Id.
in the northwestern part of the Pacific Ocean. TIe -Thited Statezz
has made 3000 deep and surface measurements cover-ig the-Gulf
of Mexico, the North Atlantic, and1 the Pacific Ocean - the-sea-
coasts of Central America and California. The rest of the meas-
urements were made by France (Strait of Gibraltar, the Gulf -of
Guinea, and 'Mozamxbique Channel); Norway (Faeroe-Shetland
Channel and the northeastern~ Atlantic at depths of up to 1000 in);

Canada (North Pacific); -EIiand and Sweden (in the Baltic Sea,
where lighthouses have been conducting daily observations Wp
to depths of 40 mn over the p~n several years); Denmark (daily
surface observations at 12 lip-I-houses); and by Great Britain
and the FRG (see -Table 3). All these observations are conduct-
ed using various methods and instruments. Data, from desip
measuremnents .tored at IW "B" have been obtained using dif-

E ferent. types of currenit meters, The Ekinan, Price, and other-
inurrent meters are used abroad, Floats and bottles have been
us~ed to collect surface-current data. A considerable amount of
data on currents has 'been gathered using geomagnetic electro-
kinetographs, particulaely by the United States and Japan.

Exceedingly vatmable geological data are stored at WOOW
"B" (see Trables 1 and 3)_ Tht, development of science and tech-
nology has led to the rossii~lity of applying new methods for the
study of the relief of ocean, floors and bottom sediments. The
use of echo sounders made t ossible to make continuous re-
cordings of relieff and has Lea to several important discoveries.



-TY-e-utilization of geological corers of different design,
seismic so-unding, etc., makes it possible to investigate the
bottom sediments and their distribution.

The data at WDC "B" include material from 59 cruises
during w -chthe relief of the ocean bottom was investigated (see
Table 3). The data consist primarily of ocean floor profiles (ob-
servations conducted by the Vityaz ', m. L-ar.0sov, Crawford,

rltda Mazru, , Anton Dorn, and Gauss), topographic maps (Vernza),
and. tables -Ekvator and HeZrnd-Hansen.).

The investigations of the bottom sediments are repre-
sented primarily by the data collected by the USSR and the USA
and, also, by France, Japan, Australia, and the Ivory Coast
(see Table. 3). Information on bottom sediments -consists of bot-
tom and sub-bottom samples obtained at 3300 stations. The sub-
bottom samples were obtained by corers. The investigatiens
conducted-by Vityas' (Pacific and Indian Oceans) and by the
"Deepfreeze-" American expeditions (Antarctic waters) are es-
pecially valuable. Trawling and dredging devices were mainly
used for the study of bottom deposits which comprise 40% of he
tot al number of samples. The material at WDC "!B" includes a
large amount of biological data-the result of more than 2000 bi-
ological stations (see Table 1). It consists of material on pl;ik-
ton (about 70%), primary production, pigment content, ichthyo-
logical investigations, sea birds, etc. Al.bough several coun-
tries participated in these investigations, the USA, USSR, Cana-
da, and especially Australia and Japan have made the greatest

* = contribution (see Table 3)., The investigations conducted by Aus-
tralia are characterized by their wide scope-the study of pig-
ment content, primary production, and ichthyology. The Japa-
nese data consist of detailed ichthyological investigations con-
ducted during almost every cruise. In addition to the above-
given oceanogra:.'c data, almost every expedition collects me-
teorological data at oceanographic stations and certain other
surface observations. The meteorological observations include
data on wind (speed and direction), weather, cloudiness, precipi-
tation, barometric pressure, visibility, humidity, temperature
(dry and wet thermometer), wave height, and swell.

E
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Sme data on wave height were obtained from instru-
Umented obse-vations (wave records, USSR); however, most-of

t: 6ata are fror-, visual observation (height and period of waves).
E. TWDC "B" a1he has some material on the color and transparency

of the seas. bev-eral cru-ses by ships from Fintnd, Japan, Can-
E ada, and the USA were devoted io the investigation of ice. The

ice observations are included in many programs, such as the
International Ice Patrol Expedition.

K7-th data collitcted by the expeditions are sent to VWDC
"'B" in -v-arious forms. Primarily, the data consist of typographic
and rotoprint editions, with Lhe remainder consisting of loose
pages in the form of tables. Carefully prepared and edited re-

_ports containing data on cruises, maps, description of methods,
etc., are sent by the following organizations in the LISA: Special
Scientific Report Fisheries; Woods Hole Oceanographic Institu-
tion; the Oceanographic Branch of the U. S. Navy; Washington

E University; Scripps Institution of Oceanography; and several
other scientific or anizations. Some the other material in-
cludes- the Maw-cript Report Series, p -hed in Canada, and
various publications of the National Canadian Oceanographic
Center; Ca iers Ocasogrviques, published in France; Austra-
lian reports of the Department of Fishing Industry and Oceanog-
raphy of the Scientific and Industrial Studies Administration of
Australia; the reports of the Meteorologica Department of Japan

E entitled Th Rwrudts of Maine Xetem oZcri.gc;zand Owngrqhic
obea rxions ws.d EpZo-,toz-d Fiek-hr, published by Hokkaido Uni-
versity; journals such as Fiahe'iers of zo~jo b u i't e ; and pub-
hished data sent by Argentina, the FRG, Finla&--. and Denmark.
WDC "B" also receives material from international organiza-I tions, such as ICES and ICNAF, publications of various national
oceanographic centers, and numerous other publications.

The center contains extremely valuable lata. bot the
analysis of national programs shows that not all of the data ob-

tained during the investigation of the World Ocean has been sent
to WDC "B." A comparison of the programs of various countries
fo h period 19016 ihthe data sent to WDC "B" (similar
analysis was mad, also at WDC "A") shows that not more than
50% of the data obtained was sent to the center. However, some

2
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n2~i~ft~ d~~~1) Sw did, Vht submi any data caither t~WbI -. "A~~it~ t'~i' 4s,*Z Atiofdrea,4-Bitain ihe FRG)
~~ tai s%- oo leii -ata to wIX B.
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NOTES

rQUIPMENT FOR IAMASURING THE LEVEL OF COSMIC RADIO
EMISSION I THE DECAIMETER BAND

Since -959 the Gor'kiy Scientific-Research Institute of
Radiophysi-s has used radioastronomical methods to measure
the absorption of decameter-band radio-waves in the ionosphere.
In this waveband, measurements have Leen made of the radio
emission spectra of galactic and powerful discrete sources, and
investigations have been carried out of fluctuations in the emis-
sion intensity of the discrete sources due to nonuiformities of
the electron concentration in the ionosphere.

A desci-iption is given in [1] of the im.Lcichanne radio
equipment used for the reception and recording of galactic radio
emission. Each receiver channel consisted of an antenma, an
antenna block for the ilibration of the equipment an R-250M
receiver, an output unit, and a recording device. The measure-
ments were performed in the 6-25--MHz frequency range, with
the majority of them being conduc'ed at 6, 9, 13, 18, and 25
MHz azd at frequencies of 30, 40, and 54 MHz by using a fre-
quency converter at the receiver input.

Cophased antenna arrays consisting of six full-wave di-
poles, located at a height of 0. 2 X (where I is the resonant wave-
lengih of each antenna) above the ground, comprised the individu-
al channel antennas. These antennas had a directive gain of 43
and a sufficiently narrow passband equal to about 0. 01 from the
resonant frequency at an SWR < 1. 2. The maximum of the an-
tenna directional pattern was directed toward the zenith. The
antenna array and connecting lines were made with PAMG-6
cable and were suspended from !2 masts.

To decrease ground losses, wire screens (mesh size,
0. 035 x ) were provided for the antennas operating at the higher
frequencies. Those operating at 9 and 6 Afflz were not provided
with screens, because at these frequencies the electrical proper-
ties of the moist soil (the measurements were conducted during
the fall) were close to the electrical properties of the metal.
The calculated efficiency of screened antennas was about 0. 98
(2).
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Periodic calibraiicn oi the receiver amolifier was per-
formeid by the antenna bloex, Vhich contained a swvitch, a 2D2S
dilode noise-gener-ator, ga-disc--harge nois-e geznera-tors, anxla

IM c-irc- uit-for generating time sharkers. -The 2D2S noise gemermaor
was -used as a reference fo1r mea-suring the noise figure arA anx-
plitule characteristics of toe recelrer art- for ca~oratjiz th,
_gas-dlschar - noise generatzzrs-.

-9 "~te R-251) receiver am.;Aifiie and ffItered !be signaL
06Oe of its outstarding charaai{eriztfcs %wa lo kw noise B c-r

-In the outputm rit the signal was square law-defected
- - axWlhe-impulze neise -wag limited., The dtectlon wa~s performin-

ied-Aflerdoubing. the sgl eryin erder to ensure ade-
qute-linear.t of tba' zm;Pafte c):zracterLstics for large signal

tift*-_Pood _C1 0- ! Sei i&. red to -an ixnnu se noise limiter
(rise-1i'me cnsai 10o O e)btr er eoded.

-- The- operating frequet-my ba-Awidth of, each channel WaE
delterrabted basicaly by -the brAnwidth of the R.-2591 receiver and

c~zd-b vaie&fro I ow *2-*~ AR -aiT-4 of h ofS 6-!2w
itlIfor measuarements Wel- -~ 2~.And a bnwidt of -1
k1ti was used-for measurex-entsabove -2- Iiz

-The ~~plituic2evar3teristics -of the onut it-we

-linearj t-within 1+)--2% i~crig~ h utu ignal
could be per-formed waith or witoK lUmfing the iie Moise.
Other characteristics of. ani-idi~drecevi"~ channe~l were:

pwrcinSmPtion. not mnorezthar. 350 w; diaxnal varlation of
the gairu(cwosed by variatidns in-the azMbin temperature). nolt
-mre thun 10%; arel maxinmun- error in. long-termi uieas-arements
of cosmic radio emiss- on-Wuithout tak!n !nto accou.-A changes in
the atenna Parameters), 5! . IVJ
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PERSONALITIES

DR. JANUSZ GROSZKOWSKI, PRESIDENT OF THE POLISH
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

Janusz Groszkowski -was born in 1898 and graduated in
=electrical engineering from Warsaw Technical University in 1922.
IIn 1928 he obtained the degree of Doctor of Technical Sciences at

the same university.

In 1922 Groszkowski began teaching radio engineering in
the Electrical Engineering Department at Warsaw Technical Uni-

I versity. He later became head of the Chair of Radio Engineer-
ing there. Presently he is the head of the High Vacuum Chair in

I the Electronics Department..

Groszkowski's name has been prominent throughout the
history of Polish electronics' His role, both in the scientific
and organizational -aspects of his field, has been that of a pioneer
and he is therefore regarded as the Father of Polish Electronics.

Groszkowski appeared on the international scene in 1927,
whenhe published in Polish and Frencha monograph entitled
Ca~to* Ubu- and- TUi' Application i. Nado Engineering, one of
the world's first major studies on the development of electron

tubes. For many years this monograph served as a basic text-
book in colleges in Poland and France.

Groszkowski's most important contributions to electronics
are contained in a series of papers dealing with the theory of non-
linear oscillations and-frequency stabilization. These papers were
published in Poland in 1932. They appeared in the United States

S-in the Proodings of IRE in 1933 under the title Fr, juency Vaia-
tions and the Hanmonic Content in Oscillating Circuits. Constat
Pi!wque.&g Oscillatom. In these papers, Groszkowski 1) demon-
strated tiat the nonlinear theory of oscillations presents the only
correct picture of the phenomena occurring in various types of
oscillators, and 2) presented a simple method, known as the

S"Groszkowski Harmonic Method," for analyzin, these phenomena.

As time passed, Professor Groszkowski developed and
expanded his theory. In 1938 he published The Fundxmntals of
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Electrical Frequency Stabilization, and in 1947 Frequency Genera-
tion and Stabilization. An application of the harmonic method to
relaxation oscillations was presented in his paper on Frequency of
Relaxation Systems, and another use of this method for transients
was analyzed in the paper, Extension of the Principle of the Reac-
tive Power Balance of Harmonics to Continous-Spectra Systems.

A paper On the Temperature Coefficient of Coil Indct-
ance, published in Great Britian in 1935 and in the United States
in 1937, was closely related to pioblems of frequency stabiliza-
tion. Groszkowski proved the relationship between the tempera-
ture variations in inductance and the skin effect.

Groszkowski summarized his work in these areas in two
monographs: The Generation of Electric Oscillations, and Frequency
of Self-Oscillations. The latter was published in 1964 in Great
Britian by the Pergamon Press. Several of Dr, Groszkowski's
works have been translated into Chinese, English, French, Ru-
manian, and Russian.

In-the history of the 50 years of radio-electronics pub-
lished on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the Institute of
Radio Engineers in the United States, Groszkowski's name was one
of seven mentioned in the section on the theory of electrical nonli-
near oscillations. Groszkowski became a Fellow of the IEEE in
1965.

Another of Groszkowski's major interests has been in-
dustrial electronics research. Here his attention has centered
mostly on vacuum electronics. During the period between 1935 and
1939, Groszkowski concentrated his research on microwave tubes
and on the development of new methods for measuring vacuums.
His monograph High-Vacuum Technology., first published in 1948, has
gone through three Polish editions and oae Russian edition.

His work in high-vacuum technique and measurements
at pressures below 10- 10 torr resulted in the development of an
ionization gauge. French patent rights for this gauge were pur-
chased in 1967, and American rights were assigned in 1968.
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In the realm of electrical measurements, Gr, Nski
developed a compensation method for investigating the ribu-
tion of electric fields (1927), which became a starting point for
many works on high-voltage insulating systems; he also applied
photocells for-efficiency measurements of tube oscillatcrs
-(19315.

During the- German occupation of Poland, Groszkowski
helped the Allied cau.uie by unraveling the secrets of the electronic
equipment of the German V-2 rocket. His findings were utilized
in preparing for the defense of Britain.

In the postwar period, Groszkowski initiated scientific
-research in television and semiconductors. Basic work in the
development of semiconductor devices, particularly transistors,
was done -under his direction. This work led to the development
of large-scale transistor 'roduction in Poland.

Groszkowski was instrumental in establishing (1928) the
Institute of Radio Engineering, which later became the State In-
stitute of Telecommunications. He served as President of this
institute until 1939, and then again after the war, until 1950. The
Industrial Institute of Telecommunications, the Institute of Elec-
tronic technology, the Industrial Institute of Electronics, the
Communications Institute, and the Institute of Telemechanics- -

owe. much to Groszkowski's initiative and organizational efforts.
- He also organized the Electronics Division of the Institute of
Basic Technical Problems of-the Polish Academy of Sciences,
and was appointed its first Director in 1951.

In 1920, Groszkowski initiated the establishment of the
Radio Engineering Review, and after - the War he founded and
editt-d the A'chives of Etetrioal Engineering. He later edited
the Engineering Series of the Foreign BUZletin of the Poish
Ao4deW of Sciences. Groszkowski is the author of some 200
articles and monographs published in Poland and abroad.
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In 1951, Groszkowski became a member of the Polish
Academy of Sciences. He served as the Academy's Vice Presi-
dent from 1956 to 1962 and became its President in 1962. He
heads several editorial boards of scientific journals and belongs
to a number of foreign scientific bodies. He also holds two
honorary doctoral degrees. [JP]
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BOOK REVIEWS

ROCKET ENGINES

MZ 'k wv, 2'. M., N. I. Melik-Pashayev, P. G.

Chistyakov, and A. G. Shiuzkov. Raketnyye

dvigateZi (Rocket engines). Moskva, Izd-vo
Mashinostroyenie, 1968. 511 p.

E In recent years the Soviets have published a number of

monographs dealing with various specific problems of rocket

propulsion technology, e.g., combustion processes, perform-

ance characteristirs, basic rocket theory and design principles,

etc. However, t. recently published monograph edited by Pro-

fessor T. L. Meltkumov is the first attempt to present a com-

prehensive coverage of this broad subject. The monograph pre-

sents fundamentals of the theory and design of solid and liquid

fuel rocket engines. Intended for a wide range of readers, in-

cluding engineers and postgraduate students in aviation schools,

the book is based on both Soviet and non-Soviet literature (there

are 60 references cited, 16 of which appear to be of non-Soviet

origin). The authors present a general theoretical treaTment of

rocket propulsion technology problems, with illustrations limit-

ed to schematic drawings. There are no photographs or refer-

ences to any specific engines or components. In covering the

problem of rocket control, Mel'kumov and colleagues present a

detailed analysis of rocket engine dynamics. They also place

special emphasis on vibration analysis and the structural integ-

rity of rocket engine components.

The book is divided into two parts, part one dealing with
the theory of solid- and liquid-fuel rocket engines, anid part two,

with construction and design calculations of individual rocket en-

gine components, -and basic information on control systems and

automatic control of rocket engines.

The first two char ers are devoted to the basic engine

cycles, parameters, and characteristics of rocket engines and to

the calculatidn of engine efficiency. Chapter three presents basic

properties of liquid propellants. Processes taking place in com-

bustion chambers of liquid- and solid-fuel rocket engines, the
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,--. blinn of Iliquid-fue" mixing and atomization, and factors af--

fe;'ting "he performance stability of rocket engines are coveredi~rt ,...mpters 4-6.,

Chapters 7, 8, and 9 are devoted to nozzle flow, ther-
rr:dynamic calCulations, and performance characteristics of
rocItet engines. Heat transfer and chamber cooling are covered
i- C(;p'er ln, ;-,,hie Chapter 11 deals with the problem of using
nucLear energy for rocket propulsion. The fundamentals of nu-
clear reactor theory, diagrams of possible nuclear rocket en-
gines, and a cen.rarison of chemical -and nuclear rocket perform-
ance characte fstics are presented. St;-uctural elements of
thrust cbanr' rr 'r,-rblies and methods of calculating their
strength and vibratons are presented in Chapters 12 and 13.
The assembly and strength calculation of various elements of
turbopunp units for liquid rocket engines, and the elements of
fuel feed. systems, including gas generators, valves, piping and
pressure redueers, are discussed in Chapters 15 and 1E. The
concluding three chapters are devoted to automatic control sys-
tems and automatic control of liquid rocket engines. In particu-
lar, the structural elements, strength calcuiation, and control
of sojid-fuel rocket motors are discussed. Chapters 1, 2. 5, 6,
and 11 were written by T. M. Mel'kumov; Chapters 3, 4, 7, and
10, by N. I. Melik-Pashayev; Chapters 12, 13, 14, 15, and 18,
by A. G. Shiukov; and Chapters 16 and 17, by P. G. Chistyakov.

[AS]
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LIGHT'SCATTERING IN THE ATMOSPHERE

Iijcwv 3 A. I., G. Sh. Livahits, V. Ye. Pav'Zov,
B. T. Tashenov, ad .Ya. A. Teyfe Z . Rasseyazniye
sveta v atroa fare (Light scattering in the at-
m'osphere). Part 2. Abm'-Ata, Izd-vo "Nauka".
1968. 116 p.

This- monograph on direct and inverse problems of light
scattering In the -terrestrial atmosphere contains the results of

E spectrophotometric investigations of the brightness and polari-
zation-of the day sky, scattering functions, and other optical pa-
rarmeters of tbe, atmosphere conducted in the Department of Op-
tics i-.f the Astrophysical Institute of the Kazakh Academy of
Sciaaces. The monograph complements an earlier (1965) work,
aeeianiije vvieta v atwzofere (Light scattering in the atmos-

phere)1 by G. Sh. Livshits. Whereas Part I dealt chiefly with
the -results of investigations of the direct problem, the determi-
rialion--6f the radiation field of the real atmosphere, Part 2 attempts

-*. orex iorous -solution of the-direct problem and investigates
th p 6ibltyzof solving the inverse problem, the d, irmination

of t~ aeoolsi e spectrum from observations of the intensity

- - andi polrization of -scattered light.

- - Chapter -.ieys works on sky brightness, comparing
the results $ , -,ervationa with- theory. Methods of com-
p tix sy bri_ v., !.vd polarization taking into account multi-
ple -scattering am, ie aerosol mnicrostructures are presented.

- C Capter II discuss. a the variations and interrelations and the
arngular and speci- dependences of scattering functions. In-

- vestigations of ttL xi~lity and transparency of the atmosphere,
scattering function;, and optical thicknesses (total, aerosol,
haze) are summarized, Pure absorption in aerosols is investi-
gated, and on che basis of established properties of the aerosol
scattering function a formula is developed relating several opti-
cal parameters of the terrestrial atmosphere. Chapter II ex-
amines the inverse problem - the determination of the aerosol

Z spectrum on the basis of optical sky observations. The resaults
of investigationis of the spectru~m of t -e larger aer-ttal fraction



are given, and the role of Aitken particles assessed. Deviations
E from theoretical aerosol models with the Junge size distribution

are indicated.

The monograph is based on 153 references, most of
which are Soviet, German, and American, including AFCRL-65-
710 (Special Report) and USASRDL Fort Monmouth Tech. Rept.
2247. The monograph was under the overall editorship of
G.. Sh. Livshits, who gives special thanks to G. V. Rozenberg
for reviewing it. [DM]
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